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Economic Survey 

The appropriate economic model for India 

• It focusses on moving to a “virtuous cycle” of savings, investments and exports to transform 
India into a $5 trillion economy in the next five years.  

• Survey departs from traditional Anglo-Saxon thinking by viewing the economy as being 
either in a virtuous or a vicious cycle, and thus never in equilibrium. 

• Unlike a vicious cycle, in an economy in a virtuous cycle, investment, productivity growth, 
job creation, demand and exports feed into each other and enable animal spirits in the 
economy to thrive. 

• Key ingredients for a self-sustaining virtuous cycle: 

• Presenting data as a public good. 

• Emphasizing legal reforms. 

• Ensuring policy consistency. 

• Encouraging behavior change using principles of behavioral economics. 

• Nourishing MSMEs to create more jobs and become more productive. 

• Reducing the cost of capital. 

• Rationalizing the risk-return trade-off for investments. 

Private investment 

• Private investment is a key driver for demand, capacity, labour productivity, new technology 
adoption, and for job creation.  

• Alongside private investment, government should maintain committed to a fiscal deficit of 
3.4% of GDP in 2019-20, and 3% each in the subsequent two years. 

MSME sector 

• ‘Dwarf’ firms (with less than 100 workers), account for more than 50% of all organised firms 
in manufacturing by number. 

• Despite this, their contribution to employment is just 14% and to productivity a mere 8%.  

• Large firms, on the other hand, are just 15% in number but account for 75% employment and 
close to 90% of productivity.  
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• Therefore, there is a need to “unshackle” MSMEs and enable them to grow into larger firms.  

• Unshackling MSMEs and enabling them to grow by way of: 

 A sunset clause of less than 10 years, with necessary grand-fathering, for all size-
based incentives. 

 Deregulating labor law restrictions to create significantly more jobs, as evident from 
Rajasthan. 

 Re-calibrating Priority Sector Lending (PSL) guidelines for direct credit flow to 
young firms in high employment elastic sectors. 

Data “Of the People, By the People, For the People” 

• Data of societal interest is generated by the people, it can be created as a public good within 
the legal framework of data privacy. 

• The government must intervene in creating data as a public good, especially of the poor and 
in social sectors. But, care must also be taken not to impose the “elite’s preference of privacy 
on the poor, who care for a better quality of living the most.” 

• While private sector does a good job of harnessing data where it is profitable, government 
intervention is needed in social sectors of the country where private investment in data 
remains inadequate. 

• The distinct datasets held by the government should be merged into a single dataset, which 
would generate “multiple benefits.” It can be tapped for enhancing ease of living for citizens, 
particularly the poor, enable truly evidence-based policy, improve targeting in welfare 
schemes, uncover unmet needs, integrate fragmented markets, bring greater accountability in 
public services and generate greater citizen participation in governance, etc. 

• The private sector may be granted access to the select database for a fee, given that “stringent 
technological mechanisms exist to safeguard data privacy.”  

Ending Matsyanyaya: How to Ramp up Capacity in the Lower Judiciary 

• Delays in contract enforcement and disposal resolution are arguably now the single biggest 
hurdle to the ease of doing business and higher GDP growth in India. 

• The relationship between economic governance and the rule of law (Dandaniti) is the key to 
prosperity, and a bulwark against Matsyanyaya (law of the fish/jungle). 

• Two key issues need to be dealt with in order to make the judiciary more efficient and to 
clear the ‘legal logjam.’ 
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 Firstly, the courts must achieve a 100% case clearance rate (CCR) so that there is zero 
accumulation to the existing pendency. CCR is the ratio of the number of cases 
disposed of in a given year to the number of cases instituted in that year. For this, 
District and Subordinate (D&S) courts, which account for around 87.5% of pendency 
cases need to recruit 2,279 additional judges. However, in order to clear all the 
backlog in the next five years, a further 8,152 judges are needed.  

 Secondly, the backlog of cases already present in the system must be removed. 
Productivity improvements of 25 percent in lower courts, 4 percent in High Courts 
and 18 percent in Supreme Court can clear backlog. 

• It suggested improving the efficiency of the courts, increasing number of working days of 
courts, establishment of Indian Courts and Tribunal Services, and deployment of technology 
in legal system. 

India's Demography at 2040: Planning Public Good Provision for the 21st Century 

• The country will see a rapid increase in the size of the elderly population over the next two 
decades due to the slowing down of the population growth rate. 

• It is forecast that the population rate will grow less than 1% from 2021 to 2031 and under 
0.5% from 2031 to 2041. This is primarily due to the fall in the total fertility rate (TFR), 
which is projected to decline between 2021-2041 and fall below replacement level fertility at 
1.8 as early as 2021. 

• The total fertility rate of 2.1 is called the replacement level fertility below which 
populations begin to decline.  

• For India, the effective replacement level fertility is slightly higher than the normal 
benchmark due to the skewed gender ratio and is at 2.15-2.2. The current TFR in 14 out of 
the 22 major States is already below the effective replacement level fertility. 

• At the State level, southern States as well as West Bengal, Punjab, Maharashtra and 
Himachal Pradesh have below replacement level fertility and will see TFR decline to 1.5-1.6 
by 2021. And by 2031, all States are likely to see below replacement level fertility. 

• The size of the elderly population, 60 years and above, is expected to nearly double from 
8.6% in 2011 to 16% by 2041, whereas the population size of those between 0-19 years, 
which is on the decline, is likely to drop from as high as 41% in 2011 to 25% by 2041. 

• This will throw new policy challenges such as provision for health and old-age care, access 
to retirement-related financial services, public pension funding, and retirement age, states the 
survey. 
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• The working-age population is expected to see a large increase leading to India’s 
demographic dividend peaking around 2041, when the share of those in the age group of 20-
59 is expected to hit 59%. This will mean additional jobs will have to be created to keep pace 
with annual increase in working-age population of 9.7 million during 2021-31 and 4.2 
million during 2031-41. 

Suggestions 

• Increasing the retirement age for both men and women going forward could be considered in 
line with the experience of other countries. This will be key to the viability of pension 
systems and would also help increase female labour force participation in the older age-
groups. 

• Many countries such as the U.S., Germany and France have already raised the retirement age 
to reduce the burden on pension funding.  

From Swachh Bharat to Sundar Bharat via Swasth Bharat: An Analysis of 
the Swachh Bharat Mission 

• Traceable health benefits brought about by Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM). 

• 93.1% of the households have access to toilets. 

• 96.5% of those with access to toilets are using them in rural India. 

• 100% Individual Households Latrine (IHHL) Coverage in 30 states and UTs. 

• Financial savings from a household toilet exceed the financial costs to the household by 1.7 
times on average and 2.4 times for poorest households. 

• Environmental and water management issues need to be incorporated in SBM for sustainable 
improvements in the long-term. 

• With the Centre claiming that 99.2% of rural India is now open defecation-free, the next big 
goal on the Swachh Bharat journey is the 100% safe and scientific disposal of solid and 
liquid waste. 

• Scientific disposal of waste has a noticeable impact on “social development.” 

• Some of the areas which must be dealt with in this next phase are sewer construction and 
water availability, scientific techniques for waste disposal, treatment of industrial effluence, 
drain bio-remediation, river surface cleaning, sustained rural sanitation and monitoring of 
villages 
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• However, it emphasises that the large resources needed to reach this milestone will need to 
be met through crowd and corporate funding, private partnerships, micro-financing, 
concessional loans and innovative financing mechanisms along with government allocations. 

• Apart from financial resources, mindset change is the other major ingredient required for 
sustained progress in sanitation. The swachhagrahis or village level ambassadors who have 
already been recruited for Phase 1 of the programme are key to maintaining momentum in 
keeping with its thrust on leveraging behavioural economics. 

Enabling Inclusive Growth through Affordable, Reliable and Sustainable 
Energy 

• 2.5 times increase in per capita energy consumption needed for India to increase its real per 
capita GDP by $5000 at 2010 prices, and enter the upper-middle income group. 

• 4 times increase in per capita energy consumption needed for India to achieve 0.8 Human 
Development Index score. 

• India now stands at 4th in wind power, 5th in solar power and 5th in renewable power 
installed capacity. 

• Rs 50,000 crore saved and 108.28 million tonnes of CO2 emissions reduced by energy 
efficiency programmes in India. 

• Share of renewable (excluding hydro above 25 MW) in total electricity generation increased 
from 6% in 2014-15 to 10% in 2018-19. 

• Thermal power still plays a dominant role at 60% share. 

• Market share of electric cars only 0.06% in India while it is 2% in China and 39% in 
Norway. 

• Access to fast battery charging facilities needed to increase the market share of electric 
vehicles. 

Redesigning a Minimum Wage System in India for Inclusive Growth 

Lacunas in the existing labour system 

• Currently, the minimum wage system, under the Minimum Wages Act, 1948, in India is 
complex, with 1,915 different minimum wages defined for different job categories across 
States. Despite the complex system, workers were still falling through the gaps. 
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• One in every three wage workers in India is not protected by the minimum wage law. For 
instance, the survey stated, domestic workers were covered under minimum wage laws in 
only 18 States and Union Territories. 

• While the law did not discriminate between men and women, analysis of different wages 
showed a bias. For instance, women dominate in the category of domestic workers while men 
dominate in the category of security guards. While both these occupations fall within the 
category of unskilled workers, the minimum wage rate for domestic workers within a State is 
consistently lower than that for the minimum wage rates for security guards. 

Recommendations 

• There is a need for labour reform as factories in States that have flexible labour markets are 
much more productive than those in States with rigid laws. 

• A well-designed and streamlined minimum wage system is required to reduce wage 
inequality in the country. 

• Apart from increasing the ambit of the minimum wage system, the minimum wages should 
be decided on the basis of skills and split across geographical regions.  

• With the government in the process of bringing the Code on Wages Bill in Parliament, the 
rationalisation of minimum wages proposed by the Bill should be supported. 

• The floor wage is currently non-statutory. The government should notify a “national floor 
minimum wage” across five regions, after which the States can fix their own minimum 
wages, but not lower than the floor wage. This would bring uniformity and make States 
“almost equally attractive from the point of view of labour cost for investment as well as 
reduce distress migration.” 

• ‘National level dashboard’ under the Ministry of Labour & Employment for regular 
notifications on minimum wages, proposed by the Survey. 

State of the Economy in 2018-19: A Macro View 

• India still the fastest growing major economy in 2018-19. 

• Growth of GDP moderated to 6.8 per cent in 2018-19 from 7.2 per cent in 2017-18. 

• Inflation contained at 3.4 per cent in 2018-19. 

• Non-Performing Assets as percentage of Gross Advances reduced to 10.1 per cent at end 
December 2018 from 11.5 per cent at end March 2018. 

• Investment growth recovering since 2017-18: 
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 Growth in fixed investment picked up from 8.3 per cent in 2016-17 to 9.3 per cent 
next year and further to 10.0 per cent in 2018-19. 

• Current account deficit manageable at 2.1 percent of GDP. 

• Fiscal deficit of Central Government declined from 3.5 percent of GDP in 2017-18 to 3.4 
percent in 2018-19. 

• Prospects of pickup in growth in 2019-20 on the back of further increase in private 
investment and acceleration in consumption. 

 

Sustainable Development and Climate Change 

• India’s SDG Index Score ranges between 42 and 69 for States and between 57 and 68 for 
UTs: 

 Kerala and Himachal Pradesh are the front runners with a score of 69 amongst states. 
 Chandigarh and Puducherry are the front runners with a score of 68 and 65 

respectively among the UTs. 

• Namami   Gange Mission launched as a key policy priority towards achieving the SDG 6, 
with a budget outlay of INR. 20,000 crore for the period 2015-2020. 

• For mainstreaming Resource Efficiency approach in the development pathway for achieving 
SDGs, a national policy on Resource Efficiency should be devised. 

• A comprehensive NCAP launched in 2019 as a pan India time bound strategy for: 

 Prevention, control and abatement of air pollution 
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 Augmenting the air quality monitoring network across the country. 

• Achievements in CoP 24 in Katowice, Poland in 2018: 

 Recognition of different starting points for developed and developing countries. 

 Flexibilities for developing countries. 

 Consideration of principles including equity and Common but Differentiated 
Responsibilities and Respective Capabilities. 

• Paris Agreement also emphasizes the role of climate finance without which the proposed 
NDCs would not fructify. 

• Though the international community witnessed various claims by developed countries about 
climate finance flows, the actual amount of flows is far from these claims. 

• Scale and size of investments required to implement India’s NDC requires mobilizing 
international public finance and private sector resources along with domestic public budgets. 

External Sector 

• As per WTO, World trade growth slowed down to 3 per cent in 2018 from 4.6 per cent in 
2017. Reasons: 

 Introduction of new and retaliatory tariff measures. 

 Heightened US-China trade tensions. 

 Weaker global economic growth. 

 Volatility in financial markets (WTO). 

• In Indian rupee terms growth rate of exports increased owing to depreciation of the rupee 
while that of imports declined in 2018-19.  

• India’s External Debt was US$ 521.1 billion at end-December 2018, 1.6 per cent lower than 
its level at end-March 2018. 

• The key external debt indicators reflect that India’s external debt is not unsustainable. 

• The total liabilities-to-GDP ratio, inclusive of both debt and non-debt components, has 
declined from 43 per cent in 2015 to about 38 per cent at end of 2018. 

• The share of foreign direct investment has risen and that of net portfolio investment fallen in 
total liabilities, reflecting a transition to more stable sources of funding the current account 
deficit. 
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Agriculture 

• 89% of groundwater extracted is used for irrigation. Hence, the country should shift its focus 
from land productivity to irrigation water productivity and on devising policies to incentivise 
farmers to adopt efficient ways of water use. This should become a national priority to avert 
a looming water crisis. 

• An appropriate mechanism needs to be framed for economical use of water among small and 
marginal farmers. 

• The cropping pattern in India is highly skewed towards crops that are water-intensive. The 
incentive structures like minimum support price, heavily subsidised electricity, water and 
fertilizers have played a significant role in the misalignment of crop patterns in the country. 

• States such as Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh, which have high 
land productivity, tend to have very low irrigation water productivity, reflecting inefficient 
use of water and the need to re-calibrate cropping pattern. 

• Adopting improved methods of irrigation and irrigation technologies will have a critical role 
in increasing irrigation water productivity. 

• Fertilizer response ratio has been declining over time. Organic and natural farming 
techniques including Zero Budget Natural Farming (ZBNF) can improve both water use 
efficiency and soil fertility. 

• Adopting appropriate technologies through Custom Hiring Centers and implementation of 
ICT are critical to improve resource-use efficiency among small and marginal farmers. 

• Diversification of livelihoods is critical for inclusive and sustainable development in 
agriculture and allied sectors. Policies should focus on 

 Dairying as India is the largest producer of milk. 

 Livestock rearing particularly of small ruminants. 

 Fisheries sector, as India is the second largest producer. 

Social Infrastructure, Employment and Human Development 

• The public investments in social infrastructure like education, health, housing and 
connectivity is critical for inclusive development. 

• Government expenditure (Centre plus States) as a percentage of GDP on 

 Health: increased to 1.5 per cent in 2018-19 from 1.2 per cent in 2014-15. 
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 Education: increased from 2.8 per cent to 3 per cent during this period. 

• Substantial progress in both quantitative and qualitative indicators of education is reflected in 
the improvements in Gross Enrolment Ratios, Gender Parity Indices and learning outcomes 
at primary school levels. 

Health 

• Accessible, affordable and quality healthcare being provided through National Health 
Mission and Ayushman Bharat scheme for a healthy India. 

• Alternative healthcare, National AYUSH Mission launched to provide cost effective and 
equitable AYUSH healthcare throughout the country to address the issue of affordability, by 
improving access to these services. 

Encouraging Skill Development by: 

• Introduction of the skill vouchers as a financing instrument to enable youth obtain training 
from any accredited training institutes. 

• Involving industry in setting up of training institutes in PPP mode; in curriculum 
development; provision of equipment; training of trainers etc. 

• Personnel of Railways and para-military could be roped in for imparting training in difficult 
terrains.  

• Create a database of Instructors, skill mapping of rural youth by involving local bodies to 
assess the demand-supply gaps are some of the other initiatives proposed.  

Budget Highlights 2019 

10-point Vision for the decade 

• Building Team India with Jan Bhagidari: Minimum Government Maximum Governance. 

• Achieving green Mother Earth and Blue Skies through a pollution-free India. 

• Making Digital India reach every sector of the economy. 

• Launching Gaganyan, Chandrayan, other Space and Satellite programmes. 

• Building physical and social infrastructure. 

• Water, water management, clean rivers. 

• Blue Economy. 
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• Self-sufficiency and export of food-grains, pulses, oilseeds, fruits and vegetables. 

• Achieving a healthy society via Ayushman Bharat, well-nourished women & children, 
safety of citizens. 

• Emphasis on MSMEs, Start-ups, defence manufacturing, automobiles, electronics, fabs and 
batteries, and medical devices under Make in India. 

GROWTH & MACRO-ECONOMIC STABILITY: VISION FOR $5 TRILLION 
ECONOMY 
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Taxes:  

• No change in personal income tax rates 

• Increase in cess on fuel by 1 rupee, petrol & diesel to get costlier; while Customs duty 
on gold and precious items increased 

• 3% surcharge hike on an income of Rs 2 crore; 7% on Rs 5 crore and above.  

• Corporate tax with turnover of up to Rs 400 crore slashed to 25 per cent from a current 
rate of 30 per cent.  

• Interchangeability of PAN and Aadhaar for ITR for those who don't have PAN cards.  

• Advises GST Council to reduce tax rate on EVs from 12 per cent to 5 per cent.  

• Duty has been raised on: tiles, cashew kernels, vinyl flooring, auto parts, some synthetic 
rubber, digital and video recorder and CCTV camera.  

Boost to Electric Vehicles 

• Additional income tax deduction of Rs. 1.5 lakh on interest paid on electric vehicle loans. 

• Customs duty exempted on certain parts of electric vehicles. 
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Relief for Start-ups 

• Capital gains exemptions from sale of residential house for investment in start-ups extended 
till FY21. 

• ‘Angel tax’ issue resolved- start-ups and investors filing requisite declarations and providing 
information in their returns not to be subjected to any kind of scrutiny in respect of valuations 
of share premiums. 

• Funds raised by start-ups to not require scrutiny from Income Tax Department 

 E-verification mechanism for establishing identity of the investor and source of funds. 

• Special administrative arrangements for pending assessments and grievance redressal 

 No inquiry in such cases by the Assessing Officer without obtaining approval of the 
supervisory officer. 

• No scrutiny of valuation of shares issued to Category-II Alternative Investment Funds. 

• Relaxation of conditions for carry forward and set off of losses. 

MSME:  

• Propose easing angel tax for startups.  

• Angel tax: Wont require scrutiny from I-T department for startup.  

• E-verification mechanism for establishing investor identity and source of funds for startups.  

• 2% interest subvention for GST-registered MSME on fresh or incremental loans.  

• ‘Stand Up India' Scheme to continue till 2025.  

• New television channel for start-ups.  

• Pension benefit extended to retail traders with annual turnover less than Rs 1.5 crore.  

• New payment platform for MSMEs to be created.  

Education:  

• Govt to launch 'Study in India' programme to attract foreign students in higher education.  

• Allocate Rs 400 crore for world-class higher education institutions in FY 20 .  

• To unveil a new education policy.  

• National research foundation to fund, coordinate and to promote research in the country.  
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• New Higher Education Commission with focus on higher autonomy.  

• New national education policy to propose changes in school, higher education.  

• To make the Indian youth ready to take up jobs in foreign countries, more emphasis on new-
age skills like Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things, Big Data, etc.  

International Financial Services Centre (IFSC) 

• Direct tax incentives proposed for an IFSC: 

• 100 % profit-linked deduction in any ten-year block within a fifteen-year period. 

• Exemption from dividend distribution tax  from  current and accumulated income to 
companies and mutual funds. 

• Exemptions on capital gain to Category-III Alternative Investment Funds (AIFs). 

• Exemption to interest payment on loan taken from non-residents. 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

MOSAiC - Arctic mission 

News: Scientists from different nations are on a mission to study the impact of global warming 
on the Arctic Ocean. 

Details 

• The mission is named MOSAiC mission, which stands for Multidisciplinary drifting 
Observatory for the Study of Arctic Climate. 

• Scientists plan to sail the German icebreaker RV Polarstern ship into the Arctic Ocean, tether 
it to a large piece of sea ice and allow the water to freeze around them, effectively trapping 
themselves in the vast sheet of white that forms over the North Pole each winter. 

• Scientists now believe that the cold cap that forms each year is key to regulating weather 
patterns across the Northern Hemisphere. 

• The ship will be packed with supplies and scientific equipment for a year-long mission to 
explore the planet’s frigid far north.  

• The icebreaker will be the base for scientists from 17 nations studying the impact of climate 
change on the Arctic and how it could affect the rest of the world. 

• An emergency evacuation from the ship will be almost impossible though a fully equipped 
medical station to avoid any calamity on board. 

• As temperatures drop and the days get shorter, the scientists will build temporary winter 
research camps on the ice, allowing them to perform tests that wouldn’t be possible at other 
times of the year or by satellite sensing. 

• Scientists from United States, China, Russia and other countries will be rotating every two 
months as other icebreakers bring fresh supplies. 

• By combining measurements on the ice with data collected from satellites, scientists hope to 
improve the increasingly sophisticated computer models for weather and climate predictions. 

• It comes about 125 years after Norwegian explorer Fridtjof Nansen first managed to seal his 
wooden expedition ship, Fram, into the ice during a three-year expedition to the North Pole. 

 

 

 


